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In [5] and [6] we have introduced the concept of compactness of a set of congruences 
and shown that this concept is central in the study of sheaf representation of semi-
irreducible algebras (see, for example, [5, Corollary 1 of 3.3, Corollary 1 of 3.4 and 3.5] 
and [6, 8.3 and Corollary 1 of 8.3]). In this note we give a natural proof of Jonsson's 
famous theorem [3] using the concept of compactness of a set of congruences. The 
theorem states that every subdirectly irreducible algebra in the variety generated 
by a class X of similar algebras is in HSPU(X), provided V(X) is congruence 
distributive. This theorem is the main impetus for the resurgence in the study of 
varieties of algebras, in particular lattice varieties. 
For basic facts and notation on universal algebra we refer the reader to [2]. If X is 
a class of algebras then I(X), S(X), P(X), PU(X) and H(X) denote the classes 
of isomorphic images, subalgebras, direct products, ultraproducts and homomorphic 
images of members of X, respectively, and V(X) is the variety generated by X. For 
any algebra A, IA is the universal congruence on A and 0A is the trivial congruence 
on A. Con(A) denotes the congruence lattice of A. Given a set B, by an ultrafilter 
over B we understand a prime filter of the Boolean algebra {S: S C B} (see [2]). 
Let L be an algebraic lattice. Suppose Bi,B2 are subsets of L. We say that B\ 
minorizes B2 when for each x 6 B2 there exists y e B\ such that y ^ x. A set B C L 
is called compact if for every set C of compact elements of L which minorizes B there 
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exists a finite set Co C C which minorizes B. If we consider in L the topology with 
the basis 
{{x e L: x ^ c} : c is a compact element of L}, 
then L becomes a topological lattice [1, p. 63], and the above defined notion of 
compactness coincides with the one in this topological lattice. 
An element x e L is called meet irreducible (prime) if for every z,w e L we have 
that i = z A i t ( i ) z / \ w ) implies i = z or i = ID ( i ^ z or i ^ w). It is well 
known that if L is distributive, then meet irreducibles and meet primes coincide. 
L e m m a 1. x is meet prime iff for every compact set B C L, x ^ f\B =$> x ^ z 
for some z e B. 
P r o o f . Let B C L be a compact set such that x ^ f\B. Suppose there is 
no such z. Then for each z e B let cz be such that cz ^ z and cz ^ x. The set 
{cz: z e B} minorizes B. Therefore there exists a finite set B0 C B such that {c z : 
z e Bo} minorizes B. Thus we have f\{cz: z e B0} ^ f\B ^ x, which is absurd. 
D 
Let B C L. For each ultrafilter <fy over B, let I<% = {c: c is compact and {x e B: 
x ^ c} 6 <&}. Note that 1% is an ideal in the semilattice of compact elements. Let 
x<y = V !<% and define B' = {x<% : % is an ultrafilter over B}. 
Lemma 2 . Let c be a compact element of L. Then c e I<& if and only ifc ^ x<&. 
Lemma 3. B C B', B" = B' and B\C B2 implies B{ C B2. 
P r o o f . Note that for every i e B w e have x = x<%, where <fr = {S C B: 
xeS}. Thus BCB'. Let 9 be an ultrafilter over B'. Let 
* , = { 5 C B: {xw : <% 6 UL and S e <%} e <&}, 
where Ui denotes the set of all ultrafilters over B. It is easy to check that <%\ e UL. 
Furthermore if c is compact, then 
c € Iw iff {x e B': x > c} e 9 
iff {x<% : <fr e UL and c e 1%-} e <& 
iff {x<% :<?/ eUL and {x e B: x > c} e <%} G <¥ 
i f f { i 6 B : i ^ c } e <&i 
I c e / * . 
Thus we have proved that B" C B'. Next suppose that B\ C B2. Let <%\ be an 
ultrafilter over B\. Let <% be an ultrafilter over B2 such that <%\ C <2c2. It is easy 
to check that 1% = I<?/2. D 
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L e m m a 4. B' is compact. 
P r o o f . Suppose that C is a set of compact elements such that no finite subset 
of C minorizes B'. It is easy to check that the set {{x 6 B: c ^ x}: c e C} can 
be extended to an ultrafilter <& over B, which by Lemma 2 implies that C does not 
minorize {x<%}. - D 
L e m m a 5 . Let A be an algebra. If B C Con(A), then A/x& e ISPu({A/0: 
8eB}). 
P r o o f . Let / be the map 
A^Il{A/8:8eB}/<fr. 
a-+(a/8:8eB)/W 
Note that f(a) = f(b) iff {0 6 B: (a,b) e 0} e <% iff {9 6 B : 0(a,6) C 8} <£ <fr itt 
6(a, b) C i ^ iff (a, 6) e x * , where 9(a, b) is the principal congruence generated by 
the pair (a,b). D 
We recall that a class is universal (i.e., definable by a set of universal first-order 
sentences) iff it is of the form ISPu(Jff) for some class Jf. In particular, we obtain 
that ISPuISPu(Jf) = ISPu(Jf). 
T h e o r e m (Jonsson [3]). Let Jf be a class such that V(Jif) is a congruence 
distributive variety. Then the subdirectly irreducible elements of V(Jf) are in 
HSPU(X). 
P r o o f . Let A e SP(X) and let B = {8 G Con(A): A/8 € ISPu(JfT)}. Note 
that by Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, B = B' is compact. Furthermore note that (~}B = 0A. 
Suppose A/8 is subdirectly irreducible. Since Con(A) is distributive, 0 is a meet 
prime element of Con (A) and therefore there exists 6 e B such that 8 D 8 (Lemma 1). 
Thus A/8 e HSPU(X). Now, recall that V(J() = HSP(J(). D 
In a similar way as above the generalizations of Jonsson's theorem for quasivari-
eties, established by D. Pigozzi in [4], can be proved. 
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